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sebadoh
defend yourself

Sebadoh, legendary pioneers of lo-fi, return with their first new full-length LP in 14 years, Defend 
Yourself.  Lou Barlow speaks on putting the album together with longtime co-writer Jason 
Lowenstein & Bob D’Amico of the Fiery Furnaces on drums after their long recording hiatus:
 
“Defend Yourself was recorded in a practice space. The Sebadoh was recorded in an expensive 
LA studio. Defend Yourself was recorded by Jake. The Sebadoh was recorded by a producer & 
an engineer who got paid...we did Defend Yourself the only way it could have been done, on the 
cheap &--outside of the mixing of my 6 songs with Wally Gagel*-- all by ourselves.

We kept to ourselves during the recording & didn't have much-- if any --outside intervention. 
That, to my mind, makes it a true Sebadoh record & aligns the style of Defend Yourself with our 
early releases.

I used more 4 string guitar on this record than any record since Bakesale.  Also, we tuned lower 
& I reverted back to the downstroke strumming style that I used early on.  I made a conscious 
effort to do what felt the most natural as opposed to trying to streamline the sound as I did with 
some of the songs on The Sebadoh & Harmacy.”

*Wally Gagel=Barlow’s writing partner/producer during the heyday of the Folk Implosion
(The quotes excerpted above were pulled from a longer interview, a full & unexpurgated version 
of which is http://www.joyfulnoiserecordings.com/journal/defend-yourself/ )
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- FIRST NEW ALBUM IN 14 YEARS.

- DIE-CUT SLEEVE

- LIMITED-EDITION, RED COLORED VINYL VERSION 
  INCLUDES EXCLUSIVE BONUS 7”

- AS WITH ALL JNR VINYL, INCLUDES DIGITAL DOWNLOAD.
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